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enrapture
SS 2016

for lady grey’s ss16 collection “enrapture”, designers jill martinelli 
and sabine le guyader were inspired by various forms of connective 
elements and their function as adornment both literally and metaphori-
cally. throughout different facets of life, jewelry is used as a connector 
- whether it’s tying an outfit together, connecting individuals through 
conversation, or tethering one’s self to specific cultural associations.

 “enrapture” features handmade metal-cast knots, bows, and ribbons as 
precious, permanent and iconic representations of these connections. 
swarovski crystals and multicolored abalone shells – a stone with 
properties believed to bring harmony to relationships and facilitate the 
flow of feelings and sensitivity towards others- accent the story 
throughout.

 the designers’ signature air of mystery and forward thinking approach to 
adornment is ever present throughout the collection with cleverly 
conceived earrings, ear cuffs, rings, bracelets, collars and necklaces 
finished in 14k gold and silver plate. lady grey continues to hand make 
all of their jewelry in their brooklyn studio.
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DIVISION COLLAR

CHAIN CHOKER       ABALONE LOCUS PENDANT



    DOUBLE LOCUS CUFF         ABALONE CONTOUR CUFF              ABALONE REVOLVE CUFF

    ABALONE INFINITY RING         TORSION RING               CENTRIC RING



CIRCLE LOCUS EARRING          DIVISION EAR JACKET

                     CIRCLE EAR JACKET                   DUAL EAR CUFF            CLEFT EARRING



LOBE EAR CUFF CRYSTAL LOBE EAR CUFF

HOOP LOBE EAR CUFF HELIX EAR CUFF



            KNOT PENDANT

KNOT TASSEL NECKLACE              MINI KNOT NECKLACE



KNOT LATCH CUFF

DOUBLE KNOT RING

KNOT LARIAT KNOT EAR CRAWLER



SPIRAL COLLAR RIBBON COLLAR

RIBBON CUFF ABALONE RIBBON RING



                 RIBBON RING SET

LARGE RIBBON RING SMALL RIBBON RING

SPIRAL EARRING SPIRAL EAR CUFF



BOW LINK NECKLACE

BOW CHAIN CHOKER              BOW LARIAT



BOW CHAIN ANKLET BOW CHAIN BRACELET

BOW ARC CUFF CORE BANGLE SET



CROSS BOW RING TRIPLE BOW RING                  MIDI BOW RING

BOW EAR JACKET                   BOW CHAIN EARRING
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